Charles Clark Memorial Lecture 2016

Wednesday 13th April 2016, 4pm – 5pm, followed by a drinks reception
@CLA_UK  |  @LondonBookFair  |  @FEP_EU  |  @PLSlicensing  |  @PublishersAssoc  |  #CCML16

Professor Michael Fraser, Faculty of Law at the University of Technology, Sydney

The lecture sets out to look at the commercial and cultural challenges to publishers’ business models and attacks on the role of the publisher, as well as how publishers might use copyright as the basis for their response.
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Tweet us: @ #CCML16    |       Contact the Charles Clark Lecture organisers: CharlesClarkMemorial@pls.org.uk

Charles Clark Memorial Lecture 2017

A Debate on Fair Use

Jon Baumgarten Esq. and The Hon. Pierre Leval

Introduced and moderated by BBC broadcaster Peter Day

Wednesday, 15 March 2017
Lecture: 16.00 – 17.30
Reception: 17.30 – 18.30
Venue: 3rd Floor, Olympia Conference Centre
The London Book Fair, Olympia

The 2017 lecture will address the compromise between exclusive rights and reasonable “fair uses” in the digital age.
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